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luhmann observed radical theoretical encounters can any past observation be observed as such – and then, only contingently, partially, and paradoxically. This is by no means a dialectical point. Paradoxes must simply be unfolded in time, there is

key concept: what is autopoiesis?
The terms of the debate regarding non-
representational theory were initially assessed in the field of human geography, but soon turned out to be of interest for many other theoretical domains.

**differacting the rays of technoscience: a situated critique of representation**

Schelling (1978), for example, mentioned that wiring our jaws shut is one radical way to prevent overeating strategies as seriously as intrapsychic strategies. And third, more theoretical and situational strategies for self-control

Reflection is often initiated when the individual practitioner encounters some problematic aspect of practice and attempts to make sense of it. An active persistent and careful consideration of any

**reflective practice nursing**

Nevertheless, the precise details of Kuhn’s theory are often glossed over in the brief presentations one frequently encounters. This is an unfortunate and it’s this conjunction of observation and

**the structure of musical revolutions**

If one leaves aside as an exceptional phenomenon the relatively brief interlude of the modern European theater, purely oriented toward Aristotle, this close interaction of levels can be observed from

**chapter 2. kômos and comedy: the phallic song between ritual and theater**

We will take a close look at selected cases of religious encounters – in the U.S. and in Asia, past and present – and discuss the observed dynamics with the help of theoretical categories goals

**oliver freiberger**

Nevertheless, the precise details of Kuhn’s theory are often glossed over in the brief presentations one frequently encounters. This is an unfortunate and it’s this conjunction of observation and
the structure of musical revolutions
The critic, thinker, analyst or image-maker all take their own (disparate) liberties with the work, reacting only to the object as observed theoretical approach to architecture. I, who came from

the limits and contradictions of theory
Finally, asking patients about their social lives and circumstances should not only be part and parcel of clinical encounters, but also integral to public health research. Ethnographic studies like

‘keeping your body and mind active’: an ethnographic study of aspirations for healthy ageing
We then summarize the dynamic features of the state-of-the-art materials that have not been fully incorporated into the current theoretical framework: (1) cooperative motion of the nearby stickers

advances and new opportunities in the rheology of physically and chemically reversible polymers
Their aims are practical, not theoretical: to change the world Constitution is not a suicide pact. One encounters it in leftists for whom what is not a mere opinion is a 'checkable fact' -- hence

leftism and political correctness
Agencies, Fake Medicine Companies, Clairvoyants, Fortune Tellers, Palmists and other criminals of all classes operate, and how their organizations have been broken up and destroyed by hundreds. In

in the wickedest city in the world.
Focusing on his notes on Germany, the article explores Nasir al-Din Shah's encounters with people on the streets and However, a process of
othering can be observed in both cases, in descriptions

the german other: nasir al-din shah's perceptions of difference and gender during his visits to germany, 1873-89
I show that both intersectional claims that it is impossible to separate out the ‘woman part’ of women, and deconstructionist contentions that the category ‘women’ is a fiction, rest on untenable meta

off-topic
Ancestry—Thomas Lincoln and Nancy Hanks—Rock Spring Farm—Lincoln’s Birth—Kentucky Schools—The Journey to Indiana—Pigeon Creek Settlement—Indiana Schools—Sally Bush Lincoln—Gentryville—Work

a short life of abraham lincoln
On the other hand, using the SD logic as a theoretical framework day-to-day activities provide an opportunity to co-create meaningful encounters between guests and hosts. For guests, reviews

value co-creation in non-profit accommodation platforms
An interview guide was developed (box 1), this was designed to address key elements of the substantive research topic; it was also loosely informed by elements of the Theoretical Domains

risks of use and non-use of antibiotics in primary care: qualitative study of prescribers’ views
The theoretical and practical implications of the results were To recover from such unreasonable evaluation of their behavior, they tend to solve problems in a radical, revengeful way rather than

exploring the mechanism of pathological gaming in adolescents: focused on the mediation paths and latent group comparison
Papers are welcome from all Palaeolithic sub-periods, geographic regions, and theoretical
perspectives There is an incongruity between the demographic data observed among contemporary

**tag-41**
As an ‘adopted child of Minneapolis liberals’ (3), Cedar Hawk Songmaker has only engaged with her Ojibwe identity in a limited way, regarding herself as a ‘theoretical Native or non-consensual

**biocolonial pregnancies: louise erdrich’s future home of the living god (2017)**
College of Chemistry and Environmental Science, Inner Mongolia Key Laboratory of Green Catalysis, Inner Mongolia Normal University, Huhhot 010022, P. R. China

**water-tolerant boron-substituted mcm-41 for oxidative dehydrogenation of propane**
Ethnographic film traditionally embodied the strained looking relations between “Self” and “Other”: between a Western observer and a non-Western observed the human and the animal and interspecies

**ecovisions: seeing animals in recent ethnographic film**
Godwin was already an established and influential writer and radical when in 1796 he met Wollstonecraft, the author of A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), an attack on society's treatment of

**godwin, william (1756 - 1836)**
We will look at both empirical and theoretical texts from a range of academic disciplines and how these are played out in ‘neo-liberal,’ ‘corporate’ and ‘radical’ directions, we consider a range

**fall 2007**
The role of the intellectual voice in the construction of radical identities has been central to the English social identity underwent a transformation based on its earlier imperial encounters.

**across the margins: cultural identity and change in the atlantic archipelago**
Indeed, Japanese sociology has relied substantially on foreign influence, particularly that which is au courant, and has not excelled in the development of original theoretical or empirical more

**japanese sociology**
39 Since first meeting Francis, Tōno’s attention was increasingly drawn to the work of younger and more radical New York artists such as But during the period of these figures’ first encounters

**japanese views of the void in sam francis’s painting during the ‘informel whirlwind’**
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo speaks during a news conference on gun violence in New York City, July 6, 2021. (Jeenah Moon/Reuters) Two weeks ago, when Andrew Cuomo announced that he’d resign

**the corner**
Now that the Supreme Court has granted review in New York Rifle & Pistol Association v. Corlett and Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, Democratic politicians and left-wing dark-money

**bench memos**

**psychosocial shaping of the self in late modernity by focusing on: neoliberalism**
The observed radial density profiles of the four globular clusters also describe the extended substructures; they depart from theoretical King and Wilson models and have an overdensity feature with a

**tidal stripping stellar substructures around four metal-poor globular clusters in the galactic bulge**
As John Berger observed in his essay “The Look of Things”: “when the Berlin Wall fell and with it the Iron Curtain, causing radical political reverberations in surrounding Eastern Bloc